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Growth, structure, and magnetic properties of thin Mn films epitaxially grown on „001… bcc Fe
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This work is dedicated to the study of structural and magnetic properties of Mn films epitaxially grown on
~001! bcc Fe. At room temperature, the Mn growth mode on~001! Fe is observed to be layer by layer, without
any interdiffusion, as shown by reflection high-energy electron-diffraction and Auger spectroscopy. Moreover,
Mn is observed to segregate on top of the Fe surface. Two-dimensional pure Mn films are thus grown and the
structural and magnetic properties of these Mn films are investigated byin situ andex situx-ray absorption
~EXAFS! and magnetic circular dichroism. For uncapped Mn films, a structural and magnetic transition is
observed between 2 and 3 Mn monolayers. Up to 2 Mn atomic planes, the EXAFS oscillations are consistent
with calculated EXAFS spectra assuming a bct structure close to the Fe bcc structure. A ferromagnetic
behavior is observed in these films. From 3 to 10 atomic planes, the Mn film structure changes and the
ferromagnetic behavior disappears. Moreover, EXAFS analysis shows that this structural transition occurs at
higher thicknesses for Fe capped Mn films. Nevertheless, the ferromagnetic behavior observed on 0–2-ML-
thick uncapped Mn films is no more stable in thick bct Mn films capped by Fe.@S0163-1829~98!03303-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For about 20 years, a large amount of theoretical work
been dedicated to the interrelation between structure
magnetic properties of transition metals. The comparison
tween theoretical predictions and experimental investigati
was limited however, because of the technical difficulties
prepare sufficiently strained materials~high pressures and/o
high temperatures!. This limitation was bypassed by growin
strained or metastable metallic films using molecular-be
epitaxy ~MBE!.1 Indeed, in the last decade, metallic film
with strained or unusual crystalline structures~i.e., not stable
in the regular conditions of pressure and temperature! were
epitaxially grown on appropriate substrates or buffer lay
in order to investigate their magnetic properties. The b
illustrating example is undoubtedly fcc Fe/~001! Cu system,
which has been one of the most extensively studied syste2

One of the general trends predicted by the theoret
studies is the increase of the magnetic moment when
atomic volume is increased.3 The magnetic moment of th
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free atom is reached for a large atomic volume. According
Hund’s rule, Mn is thus an interesting candidate to be stud
since the magnetic moment of the free Mn atom is as larg
5mB ~half-filled d shell!. However, in bulk metallic struc-
tures like Mna, Mnb, and fcc Mn~characterized by a sma
atomic volume'12 Å3/atom!, Mn is always found to be in
an antiferromagnetic~AF! state.4 For these reasons, a num
ber of experimental works have been performed in orde
grow Mn in crystalline structures with larger atomic vo
umes. However, a large atomic volume is not a suffici
condition to observe a high spin ferromagnetic state. Inde
an AF state is shown to be the lowest energy configura
for fcc Mn, even for large volumes.5 In the case of nonuni-
formly strained fcc Mn structures~fct!, no theoretical predic-
tions were available for a large range of thec/a ratio. Up to
now, all the strained Mn structures prepared on Ru, Ni,6 Al,7

Pd,8 Cu, Ag,9 Co,10 and Ir ~Ref. 11! buffer layers are shown
to derive from a distortion of the fcc Mn structure. A volum
increase up to 10% is reached but an AF~or nonmagnetic!
behavior was always observed. These experimental res
1985 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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1986 57S. ANDRIEU et al.
show that these distortions~trigonalization or tetragonaliza
tion! of the fcc Mn structure are not sufficient to obtain M
in a ferromagnetic state.

At variance with the fcc Mn structure, a ferromagne
behavior is predicted for bcc Mn.12 However, to our knowl-
edge, nobody managed to grow Mn in a—even straine
bcc structure in thin films. Finally, several recent theoreti
studies have shown that the magnetic properties of ultra
films can be much different from the ones in the bulk. Ho
ever, the magnetic properties of 1- or 2-ML-thick magne
films are difficult to study using macroscopic techniques. R
cently, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism has been shown
be a powerful tool to measure the magnetic contribution
very small amounts of materials. O’Brien and Tonner13 ac-
tually observe a ferromagnetic ordering of ultrathin Mn film
~i.e., in the monolayer range!. These promising results, adde
to the fact that bcc Fe is a good candidate to grow Mn i
bcc structure, motivated us to investigate the magnetic p
erties of Mn films epitaxially grown on a~001! bcc Fe sur-
face.

We have actually observed a Mn ferromagnetic behav
in ultrathin Mn films grown on~001! Fe in the thickness
range between 0 and 2 ML thick.14 Rather small magnetic
moments compared to theoretical predictions are obse
and the alignment between interfacial Mn and Fe momen
found to be parallel.14,15 However, a number of question
still remain to be addressed. First of all, several recent
culations are devoted to the Mn/~001! Fe system, leading to
different lowest-energy spin configurations.16 All these theo-
retical studies are performed assuming an in-plane param
equal to the Fe one, and an out-of-plane parameter equ
3.27 Å, as reported in Ref. 17. However, this value has to
confirmed for ultrathin Mn films.In situ x-ray absorption
spectroscopy~EXAFS! and reflection high-energy diffractio
~RHEED! experiments are performed in order to character
quantitatively the structure of Mn films grown on~001! Fe.
Moreover, we show in this study that the Mn ferromagne
behavior is observed to disappear above 2 ML. EXAFS a
RHEED experiments are also performed to investigate
possible intervention of a structural modification accom
nying this magnetic transition. Finally, the structural a
magnetic properties of Mn/Fe~001! superlattices are studie
in order to test the influence of the Fe capping. In the fi
part of this paper, details about the experimental setup
presented. The second part is dedicated to the study o
characteristics of the Mn layers, i.e.,~i! growth ~growth
mode, relaxation, interdiffusion, segregation!, ~ii ! structure,
and ~iii ! Mn magnetic properties. The results are discus
and summarized in the last part.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

Auger electron spectroscopy~AES! was used to study~i!
the chemical quality of the Fe and Mn surfaces,~ii ! the Mn
interdiffusion in Fe, and~iii ! the Mn segregation on top o
growing Fe films. As the Mn and O contributions are mix
in AES but not in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS!,
XPS was also performed on Mn films. The surface lattic
growth mode, and in-plane parameter variation during
Mn growth were studied by RHEED. The three-dimensio
structure of the Mn films uncapped by Fe were studiedin situ
l
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by EXAFS. The structures of Mn and Fe in Mn/Fe superl
tices were also studied byex situEXAFS experiments. These
experiments were performed on the DCI ring at LURE. T
Mn magnetic properties were determined by x-ray magn
circular dichroism~XMCD! experiments performed at th
Super-Aco ring at LURE. All thein situ experiments
~growth, structural, and magnetic analyses! were performed
in UHV with a base pressure of less than 10210 torr. The
samples have been prepared and analyzed in three MBE
tems: our own MBE in Nancy, the MBE coupled to th
XMCD chamber at LURE, and the EXAFS MBE chamber
LURE. In the XMCD and home MBE, the chemical quali
is checked by AES and XPS and the growth is controlled
RHEED. In in situ EXAFS experiments, AES and LEED
facilities are available.

In each chamber, Fe and Mn are sublimated by us
Knudsen cells, with typical growth rates from 1 to 4 Å/mi
calibrated using RHEED oscillations and/or quartz microb
ance located at the place of the sample. The Mn layers
grown at room temperature~RT! on thick Fe buffer layers
~200–500 Å!. No oxygen and carbon contamination is o
served on either Mn and Fe surface obtained at room t
perature. The Fe buffer layers are grown at RT on~001!
MgO substrates and annealed at around 750 K in orde
obtain flat surfaces with large terraces. However, if no c
bon contamination is observed on Fe surfaces annealed u
650 K, a small carbon contamination is always observed
the surface of Fe buffer layers annealed up to 750 K. T
dichroic experiments were performed on both C conta
nated~annealing up to 750 K! and uncontaminated~anneal-
ing below 650 K! Fe surfaces. We have not observed a
influence of this small C contamination on our results.

The EXAFS experiments were performed at the MnK
edge with in- and out-of-plane polarizations. After bac
ground removal, the EXAFS oscillations are extracted a
normalized to the height of the absorption step edge. As
resulting oscillations are characteristic of the chemical a
structural environment of the absorbing atom, the Mn str
ture can be determined by simulating these oscillations.
theoretical EXAFS oscillations are calculated using t
multiple-scattering approach~FEFF code 6, Ref. 18!. Using
such analysis, we have actually shown that the simula
EXAFS oscillations obtained for Mna, Mnb, fcc, bcc, and
three-dimensional Cu2Mg or Zn2Mg Laves phase are muc
different from one another.11 The three-dimensional~3D!
structure of a Mn film can thus be confirmed comparing
experimental and simulated EXAFS oscillations.11

The XMCD measurements are performed with the m
netic field aligned with the photon beam, and with an an
of 20° between the direction of propagation of the photo
and the sample surface. The Fe layers are magnetized a
the ~100! easy axis of magnetization of bulk Fe. The XMC
spectra are collected at room temperature by switching
direction of the magnetic field and measuring the total el
tron yield for each photon energy. The degree of polarizat
is equal to 70%, and the applied magnetic field is 250 Oe
the place of the sample. The dichroism signals are calcula
by subtracting the absorption spectra obtained with posi
and negative magnetic fields. The resulting dichroic signa
normalized to the intensity at the MnL III edge calculated
after background removal~same method as in Ref. 19!, and
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57 1987GROWTH, STRUCTURE, AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES . . .
corrected for the incomplete polarization and nonpara
alignment of magnetization and photon spin.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Growth

Up to around 10 ML the in-plane structure of the M
films was observed by RHEED to be identical to the~001! Fe
plane ~Fig. 1!. Above this thickness, aC(434) @or
(2&32&)(R)45°# superstructure takes place. Finally, f
large thicknesses, the RHEED patterns again change~Fig. 1!.
These patterns are the same as the patterns observed ona
thick films deposited on~001! Ir lattice. Thick Mn films de-
posited on~001! Fe thus relax in the Mna structure.

We have checked by Auger spectroscopy that Mn d
not interdiffuse in Fe up to a substrate temperature aro
450 K, as was previously shown by Walker and Hopste20

On the contrary, Mn is found to segregate on the surface
Fe capped samples during the Fe growth. This segrega
phenomenon can be easily observed by AES and RHE
analysis. For this purpose, AES and RHEED experiments
performed on 0–30 ML-thick Fe films grown at room tem
perature on a 15 ML-thick Mn film. Note that aC(434)
surface structure is thus observed by RHEED for such th
Mn film. First of all, although the Fe growth mode is o
served by RHEED to be layer by layer on Mn,the Mn
C(434) surface structure is still observed even when
Mn layer is capped by up to12 ML of Fe. This segregation

FIG. 1. RHEED pattern along~100! ~a!, ~c!, ~e! and ~110! ~b!,
~d!, ~f! azimuth observed during the Mn growth at RT on~001! Fe
up to 10 ML ~a!,~b!, between 10 and around 17 ML~c!,~d!, and
above 17 ML~e!,~f!.
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process is also evidenced by plotting the variation of the
~548 eV! and Fe~698 eV! AES peaks with the thickness o
the top Fe film~Fig. 2!. These AES curves are fitted wit
exponential laws:

I Mn5I Mn
` exp~2n/l cosu!,

I Fe5I Fe
` @ I 2exp~2n/l cosu!#,

wherel is the mean free path of the electrons in the Fe fi
andu the angle between the sample normal and the dete
~u520° in our system!. If Mn do not segregate on top of th
growing Fe surface,l should be equal to the Fe bulk mea
free path. We have measured this parameter on other sys
@Fe/V~001!, Fe/Ir~001!# and foundl55.4 atomic planes. The
fit reported in Fig. 2 is performed withl58 atomic planes.
This large mean-free-path value added to the persistenc
theC(434) Mn superstructure up to 12 ML Fe confirms th
Mn segregation on top of Fe. Note that in MBE such a s
regation phenomenon can be explained by surf
diffusion21 ~i.e., bulk diffusion is not necessary!.

About ten RHEED oscillations are observed during t
Mn growth on Fe~Fig. 3!. The growth mode is thus layer b
layer up to around 10 ML. However, after completing t

FIG. 2. Mn ~548 eV! and Fe~698 eV! AES peaks intensity
evolution with the number of deposited Fe atomic planes on top
15-ML-thick Mn film ~see text!.

FIG. 3. RHEED oscillations observed at RT along~110! azi-
muth during Mn growth on Fe in specular~top! and grazing geom-
etry ~bottom!.
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1988 57S. ANDRIEU et al.
first 2 ML, an anomalous behavior is observed on RHE
oscillations obtained in specular geometry. This behavio
consistent with a structural modification~out-of-plane dis-
tance variation or pattern change!. In grazing incidence ge
ometry, this effect is, however, less observable~even if a
larger period can be observed on the third oscillation!. This
is not surprising since the temporal evolution of the RHEE
intensity is essentially due to a diffraction process in spec
geometry and to diffusion ofe2 waves by the step edges
grazing incidence geometry. Finally, the RHEED intensit
stop to oscillate when theC(434) superstructure take
place.

Information about structural changes can also be obta
by measuring the in-plane parameter variations during
Mn growth.22 Such an experiment is reported in Fig. 4. Thr
regimes are observed. They are related to the three RHE
pattern sequences shown in Fig. 1. In this study, we
however, only interested in the first regime, in which the M
surface lattice is pseudomorphic to the Fe one. In this
gime, two main features are observed in Fig. 4. First, at
beginning of growth, the in-plane parameter is observed
oscillate in antiphase with the intensity oscillations registe
in specular geometry. This effect is explained in terms
elastic relaxation as proposed in Ref. 22. In our opinion, t
oscillatory behavior is rather due to surface stress relaxat
It should be noted that such a result is only obtained on h
chemical and structural quality Fe surfaces~large terraces!.
This result demonstrates that the Mn layers are compre
and pseudomorphic to the Fe lattice at least up to 2 ML. T
second point is that above 2 ML, the surface stress is rela
~the in-plane parameter oscillatory behavior disappears! and
the in-plane parameter smoothly varies. This is another c
firmation of a structural change.

Obviously, the three-dimensional structure of these
film cannot be determined by using RHEED. However, d
tails on the 3D structure can be specified. First of all,
131 surface lattice is still observed above 2 ML up to
ML. This means that the surface lattice has not changed
ing the structural relaxation. Moreover, the time needed
complete a monolayer does not change below 2 ML a
above 3 ML. This means that the cell pattern is always 1
atom per lattice site. This structural modification can th

FIG. 4. ~01! streak intensity and in-plane parameter tempo
evolution during Mn growth on Fe at RT.
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only be explained by a variation of the crystallographic p
rameters or/and a change of nucleation site.

Structural properties

The in situ EXAFS experiments were performed on 0.5
1-, 2-, 3-, and 6-ML-thick Mn films deposited on Fe~Fig. 5!.
One can easily see that the EXAFS oscillations clea
change between 2 and 3 ML, which confirms the structu
transition.

The AES analysis allows us to verify that such structu
transition does not come from any interdiffusion or oxidati
of the Mn films. This is moreover confirmed by EXAFS
analysis. In order to test a possible interdiffusion proces
6-ML-thick Mn film was intentionally annealed at 650 K
Mn/Fe interdiffusion is actually observed by AES in th
case. The EXAFS oscillations~Fig. 6! are then totally differ-
ent from the EXAFS spectra measured on unannealed fi
~Fig. 5!. Any oxidation process is also eliminated since t

l

FIG. 5. In situ EXAFS spectra measured at 77 K on 0.5–
ML-thick Mn films. Note the oscillations drastic change between
and 3 ML. The dashed lines are just here to guide the eyes.

FIG. 6. Experimental EXAFS oscillations observed for both p
larizations on a 6 Mn ML film interdiffused with Fe at 650 K.
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EXAFS spectra calculated for the seventh tabulated man
nese oxide structures are much different from the obser
EXAFS spectra. These points being confirmed, we now
to determine the Mn structures in these films.

In the case of ultrathin films, the EXAFS oscillations ca
not be compared to the simulations calculated assumin
‘‘bulk’’ structure. Indeed, the number of neighbors is limite
in the growth direction. Moreover, the chemical environme
and the distances between~001! planes are not necessari
the same from the interface to the surface of the Mn fi
This fact leads to several inequivalent absorbing atoms. F
1-ML-thick Mn film, there is only one kind of absorbin
atom. But for a 2-ML-thick Mn film, there are two differen
Mn absorbing atoms~at the Mn/Fe interface, and in the M
surface!. Finally, for the same reason, three different abso
ing Mn atoms must be taken into account for a 3-ML-thi
Mn film. The EXAFS oscillations are calculated by addin
the EXAFS amplitudes calculated for each absorbing ato

A bct structure is used to simulate the EXAFS oscillatio
of the Mn films, in agreement with Ref. 17. Up to 2 Mn ML
the best fit is obtained using an in-plane parameterai equal
to the Fe one~2.87 Å! according to our RHEED results. Th
out-of-plane distancea' between the Fe underlayer and t
Mn monolayer is found equal to 1.4860.02 Å. The distance
between the first and second Mn layer is slightly increa
(1.5260.02 Å). The comparison between experimental a
calculated EXAFS spectra for a 2 Mn ML sample are shown
in Fig. 7. The bct structure is thus confirmed up to 2 M
The Debye temperatures for in-plane~250 K! and out-of-
plane~200 K! polarizations are found to be smaller than t
bulk one~410 K!. This is not surprising since the Mn laye
are almost two-dimensional. This bct structure is con
quently close to the bcc Fe structure, as illustrated by
distinctive double peak observed on the Fourier transfo
~Fig. 7!, typical of a bcc structure.

FIG. 7. Left: experimental and calculated EXAFS oscillatio
for 2 Mn ML/~001! Fe ~see text!. Right: Fourier transforms which
show the distinctive double-peak bcc structure.
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For thicker Mn layers, the EXAFS oscillations drastical
change and obviously cannot be fitted by assuming
former bct structure. As the RHEED analysis allows us
assume that the structure is always bct with an in-plane
rameter close to the Fe one, the simulations are perform
for bct structures withai52.87 Å and differenta' values.
The situation is, however, more involved than for 1- or
ML-thick Mn films. For the 3-ML-thick Mn films, three dif-
ferent out-of-plane distances should be taken into acco
i.e., the distance between the first Mn layer and the und
neath Fe layer,dint the distance between the first and t
second Mn layer,dmid , and the distance between the seco
and the surface Mn layer,dsurf. As a starting point we arbi-
trarily assume thatdmid5dsurf.

According to the results of Purcellet al.17 and the results
of Kim et al.24 concerning thick Mn films, we have firs
simulated the EXAFS spectra of a bct structure withdmid
51.62 Å anddint51.47 Å. The simulated EXAFS oscilla
tions are found to be much different from the experimen
ones observed above 2 ML. Keeping thisdmid51.62 Å
value, simulations were performed by varyingdint from 1.43
to 1.62 Å. Again, no agreement between experimental
simulated EXAFS is obtained. Finally,dmid was varied from
1.6 to 1.9 Å. Good fits for in-plane polarization are obtain
for dmid in the range 1.7–1.8 Å. However, we do not mana
to correctly fit the EXAFS oscillations for out-of-plane po
larization. This means that the assumptiondmid5dsurf is not
valid. Indeed, the intensity of the EXAFS oscillations for th
out-of-plane polarization is very small, which can be e
plained by the occurrence of several different distances
tween Mn ~001! planes when the Mn film thickness is in
creased.

To conclude, even if distance values between Mn~001!
planes cannot be accurately determined, the modification
the EXAFS spectra observed between 2 and 3 ML are du
an increase of the distance between Mn~001! planes.

Ex situ EXAFS experiments were also performed o
Mn/Fe superlattices. The effect of Fe deposition on top o
bct Mn layer is thus investigated. Surprisingly, we find th
the Mn EXAFS spectra observed on a~Mn6 MLFe10 ML!330
superlattice~Fig. 8! are identical to those observed on th
2-ML-thick Mn film without any Fe capping. The only dif
ferences are first, a higher intensity of the EXAFS oscil
tions in the superlattice and second, a lowerai value. This is
however not surprising since it simply means first, that
Debye temperature is increased in a superlattice compare
a thin Mn film and second, that Fe is also strained by M
The best fit is obtained for a bulk bct Mn structure withai

52.8460.02 Å anda'53.0060.04 Å ~Fig. 8!. This Mn bct
structure is thus stable up to at least 6 ML when Mn
capped by Fe. This higher critical thickness can be explai
by the fact that Fe is also strained by Mn. It should be no
however, that a sufficient amount of Fe is necessary to av
Mn relaxation during the superlattice growth. Indeed, M
was found to relax when it is grown in
(Mn5 MLFe5 ML)350 superlattice.

Magnetic properties

XMCD experiments are performedin situ on Mn films in
the thickness range from 0.3 to 10 ML thick. First of all, w
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must point out that a ‘‘metallic’’ shape, i.e., without fin
structure, is always observed for the Mn-L II-L III absorption
edge.14,15 This result contrasts with the results reported
Ref. 23. This means that in our case, an atomic descrip
for the Mn atoms is not correct, even for a 0.3-ML-thic
film.

Up to 2 ML, a ferromagnetic behavior was observed
Mn, as reported in Ref. 14. A XMCD signal of 16% is ob
served for 1 ML Mn/Fe and 13% for 2 ML. It should b
noted that O’Brien and Tonner observed a similar effect fo
ML Mn/Co,13 which means that the Mn magnetic mome
value is probably similar in each system. However, t
XMCD signal is two times smaller than the one calculat
by Wu and Freeman.16 We have concluded that theaverage
Mn magnetic moment is around 1.7mB , as discussed in Ref
14. Above 2 ML, the dichroic signal drastically chang
~Fig. 9!. Up to 4 ML, the films are still magnetic since a n
dichroic signal is observed. Nevertheless, the shape of t
dichroı̈c signals is quite unusual and has never been obse
on metallic films.

A possible explanation of the shape of the XMCD sign
above 3 ML could be that the third Mn layer is ferroma
netic, its magnetic moment being antiparallel to the Mn m
ment of the underneath Mn layer. This assumption is s
ported by Walker and Hopster20 who actually observed an
antiferromagnetic stacking of Mn ferromagnetic plan
above 3 ML. In this case, the dichroic signal could be int
preted as the superposition of two contributions with op
site sign if there is a chemical shift of around 0.5 eV betwe
energy levels of both magnetic sites. Even if this value is
realistic in the case of metals, however, it is well known th
the energy levels of an atom onto a flat surface are shi
compared to the ones of the same atom in the bulk. Su
‘‘surface to bulk’’ energy shift between two AF coupled M
moments could lead to such unusual XMCD signal.

FIG. 8. Mn EXAFS spectra observed on
(Mn6 MLFe10 ML)330 superlattice, and comparison with simulatio
~Mn bct, ai52.83 Å, a'53 Å! for both polarizations.
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For large thicknesses, the XMCD signal is almost ze
which means that the Mn films are nonmagnetic or antif
romagnetic. However, Walker and Hopster observed a
surface magnetic contribution20 up to 20 ML thick, which
means that these Mn films are in an AF state.

The structural and magnetic transition described above
free Mn thin layers on Fe~001! is no longer observed fo
Mn/Fe superlattices. In the latter case, the Mn structural tr
sition is observed to occur for larger thicknesses. It is th
possible that Mn is in a ferromagnetic state in this bct str
ture up to 6 ML. In order to determine the corresponding M
magnetic contribution, an XMCD experiment was perform
on a 6 ML-thick Mn film capped with a 30 Å-thick Fe film
As shown in Fig. 10, no dichroic signal was observed. Thi

FIG. 9. XMCD spectra observed on Mn films from 0.3 to 1
ML thick. Note the drastic change of the XMCD shape above
ML.

FIG. 10. Comparison between MnL II-L III edge and XMCD
spectra measured on~left! a 2 ML-thick Mn film uncapped with Fe,
and~right! a 6 ML-thick Mn film capped with a 30 Å-thick Fe film.
In both samples Mn is in the bct structure described in the text
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ML-thick bct Mn film is thus antiferromagnetic. This analy
sis clearly demonstrates that the Mn ferromagnetic state
served on the uncapped Mn films in the 2 ML range is n
stable for thicker Mn film prepared in the same structure

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In summary, uncapped Mn films are found to grow in
bct structure witha52.8760.02 Å and c53.0460.04 Å
(c/a51.06) up to 2 ML on~001! bcc Fe lattice. Thisc value
is lower than the value reported by Purcellet al.17 However,
Wu and Freeman25 predicted a rather lowc value for 2 Mn
ML/ ~001! Fe and a qualitative experimental confirmatio
was recently given by Kimet al.24 This low c value is defi-
nitely confirmed in this study. However, it should be not
that our results are not consistent with ac value lower than
the~002! Fe value~1.43 Å!, as proposed by these authors.
3 ML, this bct structure is no longer stable. Indeed, a str
tural relaxation is observed, which can be explained by
relaxation of the surface stress as shown here by RHE
Our results are consistent with an increase of the dista
between Mn~001! planes. This is in agreement with the find
ings of Purcellet al.17 and Kim et al.24 These authors actu
ally came to the conclusion that thick Mn films are bct wi
a c value close to 3.25 Å. However, we show in this stu
that this structural relaxation is undoubtedly more involv
i

.

i

e

b-
t

-
a
D.
ce

since our results cannot be explained by assuming a fi
distance between Mn~001! planes.

Finally, we observe in uncapped Mn films that a magne
transition from a ferromagnetic to an AF state comes w
this structural transition. At this stage of the investigation
conclusion that can be drawn is that this magnetic transit
is due to this structural change. However, the analysis
structural and magnetic behaviors of Mn/Fe superlattic
shows that this is not true. Indeed, in superlattices, this str
tural transition is observed to occur at larger thicknesses.
initial bct structure (c/a51.06) is actually found to be stable
at least up to 6 ML at room temperature. However, the f
romagnetic behavior observed in the 0–2 ML uncapped
films is no longer stable for thick bct Mn films capped wit
Fe. These results demonstrate that the bct Mn structur
ferromagnetic on Fe when the Mn films are almost two
mensional, but not when the films are three dimension
These results can be compared to recent theoretical inv
gations. Up to 1 ML, the Mn magnetic properties observed
this study can be explained by the occurrence of a ferrim
netic state.16 On the contrary, an antiferromagnetic state
predicted for bulk bct Mn.26 This is again in agreement with
our observations. The Mn ferromagnetic behavior obser
in this study can thus only be attributed to the reduction
the Mn film dimension from three dimensions to two dime
sions, as predicted theoretically.
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